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May 1885  Howard University Reporter   No call number 
    (v1/n5) 
- “printed and published by the Industrial Department” as early as 1883 
 
Unknown  Howard University News   Not available 
- “edited by presidents and Faculty members” 
 
ca. 1890-99   Howard University Standard   Not available 
1904-06 
- “published by students . . . issued monthly . . .” 
- “edited by presidents and Faculty members” 
 
Oct. 1893 -  Howard University Quarterly   HUA Box 108 
    Jan. 1894  The University Quarterly    Digital Howard 
(v1/n4 – v1/n5)    
- Student “published quarterly at Howard University” 
- “Correspondence is invited from all who are interested in our literary and educational 
progress.” 
 
1890s   Spatchagraph     Not available 
- Student publication 
- Described by one journalist as “a publication more humorous than sincere.” 
 
May 1898  The University Journal    HUA Box 108 
        (v2/n7)        
- “published monthly by the Students’ Publishing Association” 
- “published semi-monthly by the Journal Publishing Company” 
- “Students and Alumni of the University are invited to contribute.” 
- Discontinued and then re-established beginning in Nov. 1903 (v1/n1); see below 
 
Nov. 1903-  Howard University Journal   Reference Desk 
     Dec. 1917   (v1/n1 – v15/n8)    Digital Howard 
- “a student-published weekly magazine devoted to the interests of Howard” 
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- The Howard University Journal was re-established with the Dec. 7, 1921 (v1/n1) issue; 
according to a June 1923 article in the Howard University Record, “from 1919 to 1921 
the Student Journal was absorbed by the Record.” 
 
Apr. 1906  The Alumni Annual    HUA Office Box 63 
- “Published by the Alumni of the Medical Department of Howard University” 
 
Jan. 1907 -  The Howard University Record   HM378Hm2H83 
Jun. 1925  (v1/n1 – v19/n8)    Digital Howard 
- “the official organ of the University . . . takes the place of the University Standard” 
- “the medium of communication between the University and its alumni, patrons and 
friends” 
- monthly publication as of fall of 1918; formerly printed four times a year as “merely 
formal reports of the Secretary, Treasurer, and the various departments” 
- “consolidated with the Alumnus in June 1925” 
 
May 1909 -  The Academy Herald    HM378Hh83he 
May 1917  (v1/i1 – v4/n8)     Digital Howard 
- “Published monthly by the students of the Academy” 
 
Nov. 1913 -  The Commercial College Outlook  HM378Hh83c 
     Apr. 1918  (v1/n1 – v5/n7) 
- “published monthly by the Students of the Commercial College” 
- “the magazine of business” 
  
Jun. 1916-47 The Stylus    HM378Hh83s/Howardiana 
- “a magazine to encourage original literary expression at Howard University” 
- “the first purely literary periodical in any Negro college” (see Facts) 
- Bound issues:  May 1921, Jun. 1929, Jun. 1934, Jun. 1935, May 1936, Jun. 1937, Jun. 
1938, Jun. 1941, Winter Book 1947 
 
June 1921 -  Howard University Studies in History  Howardiana 
     Nov. 1930  (v1/n1 – v2/n11) 
- “Published under the direction of the Department of History” 
- “Walter Dyson, Founder and Editor” 
 
Nov. 1922 -  The Howardite     HM378Hm2H83h 
     Nov. 1923  (v1/n1 – v2/n1)    (Howardiana) 
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Nov. 1922 -  The Howard Alumni Sentinel   M378Hh83as/ 
      Jun. 1924  (v1/n1, v2/n2)     HUA Office  
- “published monthly by the Howard University General Alumni Association” 
 
Mar. 1923 -  The Commercial Outlook   HM378Hh83co 
     Jun. 1930   (v1/n1 – v3/n4)  
- “a monthly magazine”; 
- “published by the Students of the School of Commerce and Finance” 
- Issues January and June 1930 were “published by the Chamber of Commerce of Howard 
University”; (Jan. 1930 is v1/n1, and Jun. 1930 is v1/n3.)   
 
Jun. 1923 -   The Howard Review    HM378Hm1H83 
Jan. 1925  (v1/n1 – v2/n1) 
- “a scholarly magazine showing the research work of professors in various departments 
of the University” 
 
Jan. 22, 1924 - The Hilltop      Howardiana 
     May 2, 2019  (v1/n1 – v105/n28)    Digital Howard 
- “the student voice of Howard University since 1924” 
- “cofounded by Zora Neale Hurston and Louis Eugene King as a monthly publication for 
the discussion of registration follies and campus events” 
 
Mar. 1924 -  The Howard Alumnus    M378Hh83a 
      Jul. 1927   (v2/n3 – v5/n8)    HUA Office Box 23 
- “published in January, March, May, July, and November by the Howard University in the 
interest of Graduates and Former Students” 
 
Nov. 1924 -   The Howard Medical News   HUA Office Box 16 
    Feb. 1938   (v1/n1 – v14/n2) 
- “published at the School of Medicine, Howard University” 
- “published (monthly/quarterly) by the Alumni of the School of Medicine” 
- “published at 2376 Seventh Avenue, New York, Kelly Miller, Jr., Editor and Business 
Mgr.” 
- Continued as The National Medical News in Nov. 1938 
 
1925   Facts:  Howard University, 1918-26  HM378Ih83f 
   Facts:  Howard University, 1918-23  HU Office Box 108 
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Feb. 1926 -  The News (School of Religion)             Howardiana 
      1980                            HUA Box 135 
- “The News will be issued monthly during the University year under the editorial 
direction of the Faculty of the School of Religion.”  (Feb. 1926 – May 1933) 
- “The News will be issued four times during the University year under the editorial 
direction of the Faculty of the School of Religion.”  (Nov. 1933 – 1967) 
- Also, see HUDS News and Divinity News 
 
1928-37  The Howard Alumni Journal   HM378Hh83aj 
1951-54   (v1/n1 – v12/n8)    HUA Office Box 23 
- “official publication of the Howard University General Alumni Association” 
- “formerly the Howard Alumni Sentinel” 
- One issue each of Nov. 1951 and Jan. 1954 are in HUA Office Box 23 
 
Mar. 1930 -  HU Weekly Calendar              Howardiana 
     Oct. 1969 
- “Published every Saturday” through 1945 
- “Published every Friday” through 1969 
 
Jul. 1930  The Howard University Bulletin          HUA Office FRC Box           
Oct. 1931  (v9/n5 & v11/n1) 
- “published monthly by Howard University . . . under supervision of Department of Public 
Information” 
 
Jan. 1931 -   The P. F. Bulletin     HUA Office Box 92 
      May 1935  (v1/n11 – v3/n3) 
- Published weekly by the Pesalozzi-Froebel Society of the College of Education 
- “Education is Essentially Active” 
 
Apr. 14, 1931 Student Opinion     HUA Office Box 93 
- Published by The Student Council in support of President Mordecai W. Johnson 
 
1932-1991  Journal of Negro Education   Reading Room 
- “a scholarly refereed journal . . . problems incident to the education of negroes” 
 
March 1932 -  The Hemostat     HUA Office Box 18 
     Dec. 1940  (v1/n1 – v1/n53) 
- “It clinches all things vital.” 
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- Thirty issues available:  Mar. & May 1932; Feb., May, Jun., Jul.-Aug., & Nov. 1933; Apr., 
Oct., Nov., & Dec. 1934; Feb., Mar., Apr., May, & Jul.-Sept. 1935; Jan.-Mar. & Oct.-Dec. 
1936; Apr.-Jun., Jul.-Sept., & Oct.-Dec. 1937; Jan.-Mar., Apr.-Jun., Jul.-Sept., Oct.-Dec. 
1938; Jan.-Mar., Apr.-Jun., Nov.-Dec. 1939; Apr-Jun., & Dec. 1940 
 
Feb. 3, 1933 - Dramatic Pro-Mo-Tor    HUA Office Box 43 
     Feb. 23, 1933   
- A publication to promote the Howard Players 
 
Feb. 1934 -   The Historical Society News   HUA Office Box 90 
     May 1936   
- A newsletter published by the Historical Society of Howard University (which was 
organized on Thursday, December 11, 1924 and co-sponsored then by Dr. Charles 
Wesley and Prof. Walter Dyson) 
- “The Historical Society News, a small quarterly publication of the Historical Society, 
offered during the year an opportunity for all undergraduates desiring to do historical 
writing.” – Bison, 1934 
- “to provide a medium for the expression of thoughts and for the airing of the projects of 
all Howard students who are interested in the broad field of history” 
- Three issues available:  Feb. 1934, Dec. 1935, and May 1936 
 
May 9, 1934,  Drama Gram     HUA Office Box 43 
     Apr. 5, 1935   
- Published by the Publicity Division of the Howard Players 
 
Jun. 1934 -  Freedmen’s Hospital Bulletin   HUA Office Box 44 
     Sept. 1935  (v1/n1 – v1/n4) 
- “published quarterly by the Staff of Freedmen’s Hospital” 
- Three issues:  June 1934, September 1934, and September 1935 
 
Nov. 1936 -  Howard Teacher’s Union  News  HM378Hh83t  
      May 1943  (v1/n1-v8/n3)     HUA Box 124 
- “issued by the Howard Teacher’s Union, Local 440 American Federation of Teachers” 
 
1936-44  H:  The Students’ Handbook   HM378Ih83s 
1959-98  The H Book 
- “help Freshmen to become acclimated” 
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Feb. 1937-   College Health Review    HUA Office Box 16 
    May 1942   (v1/n2 – v6/n7)    H M378H H83col 
- “issued monthly by the Division of Hygiene and Public Health, School of Medicine, 
Howard University . . .” 
- “School of Medicine, Howard University, under a grant of the National Tuberculosis 
Association” 
 
Apr. 14, 1937 Strike News      HUA Box 125 
- Issued by the United States Peace Committee of Howard University 
 
1938 - Howard University Studies in the Social Sciences  Howardiana 
     1953   (v1/n1 – v8/n1) 
- A publication of the Division of Social Sciences 
 
Nov. 1938 -   The National Medical News   HUA Office Box 16 
    Jun. 1941   (v15/n1 – v17/n3) 
- “published at 2376 Seventh Avenue, New York, Kelly Miller, Jr., Editor and Business 
Mgr.” 
- “formerly the Howard Medical News” 
 
Feb. 1939  Social Sciences Symposium Bulletin  HUA Office Box 41 
- Published by the Division of Social Sciences 
 
Apr. 1939 -  The Howard Bulletin            HUA Office FRC Box 
    Jul. 1958   (v1/n1 – v37/n1)     Howardiana  
- “published quarterly . . . by the Office of the Secretary of Howard University” 
- “to provide a centralized university organ for the authentic dissemination of general 
information” 
- “to stimulate and sponsor verbal and pictorial presentations of the university’s program 
of progress: 
- “to broaden the scope of circulation of Howard’s pictorial library” 
 
Jan. 12, 1940 The Huddle      HUA Office Box 81 
    (v3/e1) 
- A publication of “The Gridiron Club” 
 
Mar. 18, 1940 Howard Union Council Bulletin   HUA Box 124 
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Dec. 1940  Howard University Alumni Bulletin  HUA Office   
    (v1/n2) 
- “published semi-annually . . . by the Howard University Alumni Association of D.C., Inc.” 
 
Sept. 25, 1941 -  The Forty-Five     HUA Office Box 81 
     May 12, 1942  (v1/n1 – v1/n29) 
- “Dedicated to the people of Howard University whose hearts and hopes, plans and fears 
are embedded in the year 1945; with the compliments of the Howard people at large.” 
- Illustrated publication by, for, and about the Howard University Class of 1945         
 
Nov. 24, 1942 The Comet      HUA Office Box 10 
    (v1/n1)       
- “Expressing the personality of the people of the Evening School of Howard University” 
 
Dec. 11, 1942 - Club Bulletin    HUA Office Box 83 
     Nov. 17, 1949  (v8/n1 – v18/n1) 
- “. . . an integral part of the training program of the Department of Commerce and 
Finance . . .” 
- “To put students in touch with real-life situations” 
- “To meet individual needs and interests of students” 
- “To serve as a medium of contact with Commerce graduates and with the business 
community” 
 
Autumn 1943 - Journal of Religious Thought   4th Stack 
    1990   (v1 – v46) 
- “published semi-annually by Howard University School of Religion” 
 
Nov. 23, 1943 - The Forty-Seven, or The Voice of ’47  HUA Office Box 81 
     May 31, 1944      (v3)  
- “Dedicated to the people of Howard University whose hearts and hopes, plans and fears 
are embedded in the year 1947:  with compliments of the Howard people at large.” 
- “Dedicated to Dean and Mrs. Howard Thurman and Dean Thomas E. Hawkins with deep 
appreciation for the sweat and tears they have shed in interest of Howard students and 
with sincerest wishes for success in their coming endeavors.” 
- Illustrated publication by, for, and about the Howard University Class of 1947 
 
Jan. 12, 1944 -  Fellowship      HUA Box 125 
     Feb. 16, 1944 
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Oct. 24, 1944 The 48      HUA Office Box 81 
    (v4/n1) 
- Illustrated publication by, for, and about the Howard University Class of 1948 
 
Apr. 14, 1945 The Bulletin      HUA Office Box 36 
         (no. 1) 
- official publication of Co. B, 2515th SCU ASTU (Army Specialized Training), Howard Univ. 
 
Aug. 27, 1945 -  The Light      HUA Box 125 
     Dec. 1945   
- “The Truth is the Light” 
- Howard University Branch of Local 10, UFWA-CIO (United Federal Workers of America-
Congress of Industrial Organizations) 
 
Jan. 1946 -  Forty-Niner      HUA Office Box 81 
     May 31, 1946  (n2 – n7) 
- Illustrated publication by, for, and about the Howard University Class of 1949 
 
Apr. 1948,  The Slipstick     HUA Box 137 
     May 1952    (v1/n2) 
- Published by the School of Engineering and Architecture from 1947 to 1952 
- Became the Howard Engineer in 1953 
 
Oct. 23, 1948 - The Howard Man     HUA Office Box 77 
     May 8, 1949  (v1/n1 – v1/n13)  
- “The ‘Howard Man’ will be published each Friday morning.  In this newsletter we shall 
try to deal with topics that are helpful and of interest to Howard men in general.  The 
opinions expressed here are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the 
policies or opinions of the Dean of Men.” 
 
Jan. 27, 1949 Catholic Student Digest    HUA Office Box 83 
 
Dec. 16, 1949 - Spires:  School of Religion Newsletter Howardiana 
      Dec. 17, 1953  (no. 1 – v5/n1)     HUA Box 135 
- “. . . every other Friday . . .” 
 
Oct. 1951 -  Faculty Women’s Newsletter   HUA Box 124 
     Feb. 1955   
- There is a distinction between the Women’s Club, the Faculty Women’s Club, the 
Faculty Wives Club, and the Women’s League. 
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Nov. 12, 1952 - Business Club News    HUA Office Box 83 
     Feb. 17, 1965  (v20/n1 – v32/n4) 
- Department of Business Administration publication 
 
May 1953 -  The Howard University Women’s Club HUA Box 124 
    Oct. 1960   (v1/n1 – v8/n1) 
- There is a distinction between the Women’s Club, the Faculty Women’s Club, the 
Faculty Wives Club, and the Women’s League. 
 
Apr. 17, 1953 The Aeronaut     HUA Office Box 36 
    (v1/n3) 
- Howard University Air Force ROTC 
 
Sept. 28, 1954 -  Baldwin Hall Housemeeting   HUA Office Box 77 
     Dec. 1954   
- Informal newsletter for the ladies of Baldwin Hall 
 
Nov. 24, 1954 Pi Kappa Lambda Newsletter   HUA Office Box 89 
    (i1) 
- Pi Kappa Lambda Newsletter of the School of Music, Howard University 
- “That the purpose of the Newsletter is to disseminate news and information concerning 
the School of Music at Howard University is to state the obvious.” 
 
Jan. 1955  Howard Law Journal    Howardiana 
    Winter 2021  (v1/n1 – v64/n2) 
- “a student-managed faculty-supervised academic program of the Howard University 
School of Law” 
- “published twice a year, Jan. and June” . . . “Winter and Spring” . . . “Winter and 
Summer” 
- “published four times per year” 
 
May-Jun. 1955 Faculty Review     HUA Box 120 
    (v1/n1) 
- Published by the Office of Public Relations 
 
Dec. 1955 -  MedicAnnales     HUA Office Box 63 
     Spring 1992  (n2 – n76) 
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Feb. 15, 1956 Howard University Newsletter   HUA Box 106 
         (v1/n1) 
- Initially, “plans call for publication four times each year, in the intervals between issues 
of Howard University News Bulletin.” 
- From March to May 1969, it was “published by the Howard University Public Relations 
Office,” in the forms of Special Reports, “for members of the University community and 
is normally distributed on campus to members of the University community.” 
 
Oct. 11, 1956 As We See It     HUA Office Box 91 
    (v1/n1) 
- Student Council News 
 
Oct. 1956 -  Howard Engineer      HUA Box 138 
     Spring 2003  (v9/n1 – v54/n3) 
- “The Voice of Howard University Engineering” 
 
Nov. 1956  International Club Newsletter   HUA Office Box 92 
    (v1/n1) 
- The International Club was founded based on the “need for bridging the long existing 
gap between the foreign and American students of Howard University.” 
 
Dec. 12, 1956  Untitled     HUA Box 144 
- Howard University School of Social Work publication 
 
Apr. 1957 – Feb. 1992 The Barrister   Howardiana/7th Stack/HUA Box 141 
Oct. 1999 – Oct. 2001 The New Barrister          Howardiana/HUA Box 141 
- Newspaper “published monthly during the academic year in the interest of the Law 
School” 
 
Aug. 1957 -    The Tower     HUA Box 125 
     Mar. 1960        HUA Box 146 
- Official Organ of the Howard University Library Association 
- Also, see HULA (Jan. 1970) and The Tower (Jan.-Mar. 1991) 
 
Nov. 1958 -  Howard University Magazine            HUA FRC Box 
      Apr. 1969  (v1/n1 – v11/n3) 
 
1959 - HU Alumni Newsletter – School of Social Work           HUA Box 144 
  June 1962   (5th, 7th, & 10th Issues) 
- “For a Creative Life in Freedom and Dignity” 
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Apr. 1959 (v3/n1)  The Canterburian    HUA Office Box 83 
Dec. 13, 1961  Chaplain’s Letter    HUA Office Box 83 
Apr. 9, 1965  (v1/n2) The Canterbury Herald   HUA Office Box 83 
- These publications originate from the Canterbury House, or the Canterbury Association, 
a religious student organization for Episcopalians established at Howard in 1948. 
- The Canterburian was “published monthly by and in interest of the Canterbury 
Association of Howard University.” 
- Rev. H. Albion Ferrell was the author of the Chaplain’s Letter; Ferrell had been the 
Chaplain of the Episcopal Church at Howard University, or the Canterbury House, since 
1958.  
- Also, see the Absalom Jones Student Association. 
 
Sept. 1959  Howard Alumni Review    HUA Office Box 54 
     (v2/n1) 
- Howard University Alumni Club of D.C. newsletter 
- Also see D.C. Alumni Newsletter (1965), D.C. Alumni Notes (1968), and H.U. Alumni DC 
Chapter Newsletter (1972-73) 
      
Dec. 1959  The Main Gazette     HUA Office Box 77 
     (v1/n1) 
- The Cook Hall Newsletter 
 
Feb. 1961 -  The Howardite              HUA Box 144 
     May 1961 
- “Newsletter to Howard University School of Social Work Alumni in the New York-New 
Jersey Area” 
 
Apr. 1961 -  The Promethean     HUA Office Box 93 
    May 1968   (v1/n1 – v?)     Howardiana 
- “Prometheus, the star of Aeschylus’ classical trilogy, raised the issue of inevitable 
conflict and suffering in man’s search for answers to eternal questions.  It is in this vein 
that The Promethean was conceived and thereby named.  The Promethean is a project 
financed by the College of Liberal Arts Student Council.” 
- “The purpose of The Promethean is to provide selected essays in several disciplines.” 
- Nine issues:  Apr. 1961, Summer 1961, Mar. 1963, Fall 1964, Spring 1965, Nov. 1965, 
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May 1961  The Howard University Scientist  HUA Office Box 90 
     (v1/n1) 
- “The Howard University Scientist is sponsored by the Society of the Sigma Xi Chapter at 
Howard University.” 
- “It is devoted to dissemination of news of Science and scientific research at the 
University among all students within the University.” 
- “Sigma Xi is a national honorary organization for encouragement of research in the 
Sciences.” 
 
Sept. 1961 – May 1970 The Grapevine    HUA Office Box 81 
- Official Liberal Arts Student Council publication (11 issues) 
 
Summer 1962 & 1965  Echoes from the Junior Lab  HUA Box 108  
Summer 1965  The Best of Everything from the Senior Lab 
- A publication of Howard University’s Junior and Senior Writing Labs (local junior and 
high school students with roster of contributors included) 
   
Oct.-Dec. 1962  The Scanner     HUA Office Box 36 
     (v1/n1 – v1/n3) 
- Howard University Air Force ROTC 
- Issues available:  Oct. 11, 1962; Nov. 15, 1962; Dec. 13, 1962 
 
Oct. 1962  The Community Service Project 2nd Precinct Monthly Reporter 
     Feb. 1966   (v1/n1 – v3/n8)   HUA Box 122 
- “The Community Service Project is part of the Continuing Education and Community 
Development Program of Howard University.” 
 
Jan.-Mar. 1963 The Fine Arts Library Newsletter  HUA Box 146 
     (v1/n3 – v1/n5) 
 
Oct. 1, 1964   The Sputnik     HUA Office Box 36 
     (v1/n1) 
- Howard University Air Force ROTC 
 
Oct. 1964 – Apr. 1965 Student Life     HUA Office Box 81 
     (v1/n1 – v1/n6) 
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Nov. 3, 1964  “SPOTLITE ‘67”    HUA Office Box 81 
     (v2/n2) 
- Published by the Sophomore Class, the Graduating Class of 1967 
 
Nov. 10, 1964  The “101”     HUA Office Box 81 
     (v1) 
- Published by the Liberal Arts Freshman, the Graduating Class of 1968 
 
Dec. 1964  U.N.C. Monthly Newsletter   HUA Office Box 72 
     (v2/n12)     
- “U.N.C. Monthly Newsletter is published during the last week of every month by the 
University-Neighborhoods Council, J. Allen Young, Director; Miss Jessie Tellis-Nayak, 
Frank Speltz, V. S. Bumbry, Fr. V. Boutilier, Ernest Ward, Robert Chris Phillips, Staff.” 
 
Apr. 1964 -  H.U. Center for Youth and Community Studies Newsletter 
     Summer 1965        HUA Office Box 9 
- Published monthly by the Howard University Center for Youth and Community Studies 
- “The Howard University Center for Youth and Community Studies is an interdisciplinary 
program of research, graduate, and professional studies, and training in human 
behavior.  Center activities stress the effects of social, economic, and psychological 
deprivation on youth.” 
- Also, see the Institute for Urban and Affairs and Research and its publication Urban 
Research Review. 
 
Feb. 1965  D.C. Alumni Newsletter    HUA Office Box 54 
- Howard University Alumni Club of D.C. newsletter 
- Also see Howard Alumni Review (1959), D.C. Alumni Notes (1968), and H.U. Alumni DC 
Chapter Newsletter (1972-73) 
 
Feb.-Mar. 1965  Faculty Newsletter   HUA Office Box 83 
Apr. 9, 1965   The Canterbury Herald   HUA Office Box 83 
     (v1/n3) 
- These publications originate from the Canterbury House, or the Canterbury Association, 
a religious student organization for Episcopalians established at Howard in 1948. 
- Rev. H. Albion Ferrell was the author of the Faculty Newsletter; Ferrell had been the 
Chaplain of the Episcopal Church at Howard University, or the Canterbury House, since 
1958.  
- The Canterbury Herald was published monthly by the Howard Chapter of the Canterbury 
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Feb.-Jun. 1965  The Drew Hall Clarion   HUA Box 77 
     (n2 – n5) 
- “The Drew Hall ‘Clarion’ is the official news-organ of Charles Drew Hall.  We will publish 
and/or answer any signed comment or question which we believe to be in the best 
interest of Charles Drew Hall.  Letters may be addressed to Mr. G. D. Smith, Drew Hall, 
Room 522.” 
- Three issues available:  February 27, 1965; April 9, 1965; June 2, 1965 
 
Mar. 1965 -    Management Briefs   HUA Box 129 
     Nov. 1970   (v1/n1 – v6/n7) 
- “Published by the Small Business Guidance and Development Center of the School of 
Business” 
- Reissued by the Institute for Minority Business Education of the School of Business and 
Public Administration in early 1972. 
 
July 30, 1965 - BKX Science Newsletter    HUA Box 86 
     Mar. 25, 1966   (v1/n1 – v2/n6) 
- “Published by the Howard University Chapter of Beta Kappa Chi” National Scientific 
Honor Society 
 
Sept. 1965  The Howard University Science Journal HUA Box 86 
     (v1/n1) 
- Published by Beta Kappa Chi National Scientific Honor Society, Howard University 
Chapter 
- “This new journal is primarily intended to stimulate research on the university level.  It 
gives national audience to work conducted in University Laboratories.” 
 
Nov. 1965  The Mainstream     HUA Office Box 81 
- “The Mainstream is sponsored by the United Christian Campus Fellowship at Howard 
University, 2612 Georgia Ave., Washington, D.D.” 
 
Nov. 1965  Random Notes from Room 109          MSRC Subject Box 1 
    (n1) 
- A newsletter highlighting the Moorland Room of Founders Library 
 
Nov. 1965 -  HU Faculty/Staff Newsletter   HUA Box 120 
     May 1967  (v1/n1 – v2/n3) 
- Published Three Times Each Year by the Office of Public Relations 
 
Feb.-Apr. 1966 The Sophomore     HUA Office Box 81 
- Published by the Sophomore Class (1965-66), the Graduating Class of 1968 
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May 1965 -  Communication Sciences Research Newsletter     HUA Box 130 
     Nov. 1966 
- “Howard University Research Newsletter published monthly by the Communication 
Sciences Research Center” 
- “The Communication Sciences Research Center was established in 1964 to undertake 
basic and applied research in human communications and related areas with particular 
emphasis on speech and language development among persons of various 
socioeconomic, cultural, and racial backgrounds.” 
 
Aug. 1966 -   U.C.S. Newsletter     HUA Office Box 73 
     Oct. 1966   (n1 – n2) 
- “Issued aperiodically by the University Counseling Service as an aid to the performance 
of its several functions in the Howard University community.” 
 
May/June 1967 Spotlight on Slowe    HUA Office Box 77 
     (v3/n2) 
- A newsletter of Slowe Hall 
 
1967 -  The Graduate Councilor    HUA Office Box 52 
     Feb. 1969    
- Published by the Graduate Student Council of Howard University 
 
Feb.-Mar.  The Spear and Shield    HUA Box 93 
     1968    (v1/n1 – v1/n5) 
- Published by the H.U. UJAMMA 
- “The UJAMMA is a student unity organization seeking to make Howard University a truly 
black university that can effectively relate to our oppressed black brothers and sisters.  
We had been blinded into believing that we could solve our problems as individuals, but 
it is only through unity that we can uplift ourselves and progress forward.  We will 
create a new order of thought at Howard – Black Thought.” 
 
Mar. 1968  Change – The HU Business Review  HUA Box 127 
- A journal issued by the School of Business 
 
Apr. 1968 -  D.C. Alumni Notes     HUA Office Box 54 
     May 1968   (v1/n4 – v1/n5) 
- Howard University Alumni Club of D.C. newsletter 
- Also see Howard Alumni Review (1959), D.C. Alumni Newsletter (1965), and H.U. Alumni 
DC Chapter Newsletter (1972-73) 
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Apr. 1968 -  Freedmen’s Auricle    HUA Office Box 44 
  Sept.-Oct. 1974 
- “published the first of each month by Freedmen’s Hospital” 
 
Fall 1968 -  The Howard Lawyer    HUA Box 141 
     Winter 1968   (v1/n1 – v1/n2) 
- Howard University School of Law Official Publication 
- “. . . 100 years and beyond . . .” 
 
Dec. 4, 1968  C.H.A.M.P.      HUA Office Box 83 
     Spring 1969  
- CHAMP stands for Concerned Howardites Against Militant Pressures and “represents 
an attempt to look logically into the arguments and attitudes of The Hilltop, especially, 
and its kindred souls.” 
- “This broadsheet intends to analyze and question critically militants who evidently feel 
an infallibility because, they think, they generate fear and acquiescence by strident and 
colorful loudness and chauvinistic news.” 
- “Secondly, we aim to make the entire Howard family aware of the campus conflicts with 
the hope that they will strive towards the elimination of these conditions.” 
- Eight issues available; published during the 1968-69 calendar year; initially a weekly 
publication issued on Wednesdays 
 
1967 & 1969 Scintilla       HUA Box 141 
- Howard University School of Law 
- “Vanguard and Advocate of First Amendment Rights” 
- 2 issues:  Dec. 6, 1967 and an undated issue apparently from 1969 
 
Feb. 24, 1969 HU Newsletter     HUA Office 
     (v1/n3) 
- “published by the Howard University Public Relations Office for members of the 
University community” 
 
Feb. 1969 -   ECS Printout    HUA Office Box 68 
     Mar. 1971   (v1/n1 – v3/n2) 
- “Newsletter of Educational Computer Services (ECS)” 
- “This periodically published newsletter is intended to keep the academic segments of 
the University abreast of the available educational computer services and of the state-
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Nov. 1969 -  Department of English Newsletter  HUA Office Box 26 
      Fall 1985    (v1/n2 – v17/n1) 
 
Dec. 1969 -  H.U.M.P. Newsletter    HUA Box 100 
     May 13, 1970   
- Publication of the Howard University Mississippi Project  
 
1970   Afro-American Review    Howardiana 
          HM378Q H83af 
- “Howard University Literary and Art Magazine” 
 
Jan. 1970 -  HULA       HUA Box 125 
     Apr. 1972   (v1/n1 – v2/n2) 
- Howard University Library Association Newsletter 
 
Feb. 1970 -   Freedmen’s Weekly Bulletin   HUA Office Box 44 
     Apr. 1975 
- 13 issues available:  Feb. 16, 1970; Nov. 19, 1970; Nov. 26, 1970; Dec. 3, 1970; Dec. 10, 
1970; Dec. 17, 1970; Dec. 31, 1970; Jan. 7, 1971; Jan. 14, 1971; Jan. 28, 1971; Feb 2, 
1971; Mar. 2, 1971; Apr. 1, 1975 
 
Mar. 12, 1970 The Caribbean Biweekly    HUA Office Box 83 
    (v1/i1)  
- “Published by the Caribbean Organisation at Howard University” 
 
Spring 1970  Student Personnel Division Newsletter HUA Office Box 81 
    (v1/n2) 
- A publication of the Student Personnel Division 
 
May 20, 1970 Rx Prescription     HUA Office Box 19 
- College of Pharmacy newsletter 
 
Summer 1970 CloseUp:  The Howard University Magazine          HUA FRC Box 
    (v1/n1) 
- CloseUp celebrated the inauguration of President James Cheek. 
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Mar. 1971 -   Entre Nous Nosotros    HUA Office Box 40 
     Feb. 1975  (v1/n1 – v5/n2) 
- Published by the Department of Romance Languages 
 
Mar. 1971  HU President’s Newsletter   HUA Box 105-106 
   Nov. 1980   (v1/n1 – v8/n3) 
- From the Office of the President 
 
May 1971  Howard University Alumni Newsletter HUA Office Box 54 
    (v2/n1) 
- “This newsletter is published by the Office of Alumni Affairs in lieu of the delayed 
publication of the Quarterly Howard University Magazine.  The Magazine is expected to 
be resumed in July 1971.” 
 
Summer 1971 Vibrations      HUA Office Box 91 
    (v1/n1) 
- Howard University Student Association (HUSA) Newsletter 
   
Fall 1971 -   New Directions     HUA FRC 
     Fall 1991   (v1/n1 – v18/n4) 
 
Sept. 20, 1971 Right On (the Campus)    Howardiana 
    Dec. 17, 1979  (v1/n1 – v9/38)     
- “published weekly by the Office of Public Relations” 
- “the official University newsletter published each Monday” 
- Continued as The Capstone in Jan. 1980 
 
Sept. 30, 1971 - Department of History Newsletter  HUA Office Box 29 
     Apr. 1973   
 
Oct. 1971,   HU Political Science Newsletter  HUA Office Box 40 
     Dec. 1971  (v1/n1 – v1/n2) 
 
Nov. 1971 -  The Howard University Reviews of Science HUA Office Box 39 
     Jan. 1972   (v1/n1 – v1/n2) 
- Published by the Department of Physics and Astronomy 
 
Nov. 1971 -   Medical-Dental Library Newsletter  HUA Box 146 
     Oct. 1973  (v1/n1 – v2/n3) 
- “Issued Irregularly” 
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Nov. 1971 -  Profits      HUA Box 129 
    Dec. 1978   (v2/n3 – v9/n9) 
- “Dedicated to Minority Business Development” 
- “a monthly publication of the Institute for Minority Business Education, School of 
Business and Public Administration, Howard University” 
- MSRC also has two issues of SBDC Profits, published by the Small Business Development 
Center – Institute for Minority Business Education in Howard University’s School of 
Business and Public Administration. 
- Additionally, MSRC has one issue of Profits from the 2nd Quarter of 1994.  
 
Dec. 1971 -  HU African Studies and Research Program Howardiana 
    Feb. 1972   (v1/n2 – v1/n3)    H M378ZA H83 
- “published bi-monthly by the African Studies and Research Program at HU” 
 
ca. 1972-1977 Management Briefs for Minority Business HUA Box 129 
    (v1/n6 – v6/n6) 
- “published by the Institute for Minority Business Education in the School of Business and 
Public Administration” 
 
1971-72  Transition      Digital Howard 
    (v1/n1 – v1/n2)    Howardiana 
- Dept. of Afro-American Studies 
 
Jan.-Oct. 1972  Liner Notes      HUA Office Box 36 
-  “. . . will be circulated monthly by the Howard University Department of Jazz Studies.” 
- “The Department of Jazz Studies was formally established during the first semester of 
the 1970-71 school year.  Formerly the Institute of Jazz Studies, it had initially been set 
up within the Department of Education for convenience and budgetary reasons.”   
 
Feb. 29, 1972 HU Political Science Society   HUA Office Box 40 
 
Mar. 1972  HUSAC News     HUA Office Box 42 
    (v1/n1) 
- Published by the Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
 
Apr. 1, 1972  Black Business Lawyer    HUA Office Box 88 
    (v1/n1) 
- Delta Theta Phi Fraternity, Howard Law School Chapter 
- “Progress Through Trade” 
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- “This newsletter is a departure for some of us from Civil Rights to another important 
interest, economic development.” 
 
Jun. 29, 1972 - HUSA News      Howardiana 
- “the Voice of the Howard University Student Association” 
 
Summer 1972 -  Domiabra      Digital Howard 
    Winter 1973  (v1/n1 – v1/n3)    H M378HM D713 
- “Journal of the Howard University Institute of Drug Abuse and Addiction” 
- Domiabra means “if you love me, join me.”  
 
Dec. 1972 -   H.U. Alumni DC Chapter Newsletter  HUA Office Box 54 
     Mar. 1973  (v1/n1 – v1/n2) 
- Howard University Alumni Club of D.C. newsletter 
- Also see Howard Alumni Review (1959), D.C. Alumni Newsletter (1965), and D.C. Alumni 
Notes (1968) 
 
Winter 1972 -  Newsletter of Freedmen’s Hospital  HUA Office 
    Fall 1974  School of Nursing Alumni Association, Inc. 
- “issued biannually (spring and fall)” 
- Five issues available:  Winter 1972, Spring 1973, Fall 1973, Spring 1974, Fall 1974 
 
Jan. 1973  Engineering Directions    Howardiana 
          H M378HM En32 
- “Faculty/Alumni Newsletter . . . published twice a year by the Office of the Dean, School 
of Engineering” 
 
Mar. 6, 1973 - Dorm Dialogue     Howardiana 
    Apr. 8, 1977  (v1/n1 – v3/n2) 
- “published monthly by the Office of Residence Life for the service and information of 
the Howard University Community and as a communication outlet for the student 
residents of the University residence halls” 
- “Inter-Residence Hall Advisory Council Publication” 
 
Fall 1973 -  New Directions     Howardiana 
    Summer/Fall 1991 (v1/n1 – v18/n3)    Digital Howard 
- “published quarterly – Winter (Jan.-Mar.), Spring (Apr.-Jun.), Summer (Jul.-Sept.), Fall 
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Oct. 1973 –  HU College of Medicine News   HUA Office 
     Oct. 1979 
- “published monthly by the Public Information Office, College of Medicine, Howard 
University, for the faculty, staff, students, and friends of the college” 
- Fourteen issues available:  Feb. 16, 1971; Oct. 1973; Sept. & Oct. 1974; Feb., Apr., May 
& Nov. 1975; May 1976; May & Dec. 1977; Dec. 1978; May & Oct. 1979 
 
Dec. 19, 1973 - The Communicator    Howardiana 
    May 9, 1980    
- “published by the School of Communications Student Council” 
 
1974 -  Howard University Press Catalogs  HUA Box 64-65 
     2002 
- A periodical listing of new publications of the Howard University Press. 
 
Mar. 1974 -   Urban Research Review    HUA Box 71 
     1991    (v1/n1 – v13/n1) 
- An Institute for Urban Affairs and Research Publication 
- “The Institute for Urban Affairs and Research grew out of the former Center for 
Community Studies, established in 1965, to develop social intervention models and 
programs to related Howard University to the community.” 
- “This newsletter, which will be published bi-monthly, is designed to serve the needs of 
Howard University’s Social Science faculty.”   
 
Mar. 26, 1974 University Year for Action Communiversity Newsletter 
     (v1/n3)     HUA Box 125 
 
Apr. 23, 1974 Challenge Fund Campaign News  HUA Box 121 
    (v1/n1) 
- Published by the Department of Development 
 
May 1974 -  Alumni News     Howardiana 
Sept. 1994   (v5/n2 – v19/n4)    HUA Boxes 22-23 
- “published quarterly under the auspices of the Offices of the Vice President for 
Development and University Relations and the Department of Alumni Affairs” 
 
1974-1975  D.C. Survival Project Survival News  HUA Box 122 
    (n1-n2) 
- “The D.C. Survival Project is a community-oriented program on Howard University’s 
campus.  It is totally controlled by the students of Howard University.  It is student-
manned, student-funded and student controlled.” 
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July 15, 1974 - Center for Sickle Cell Disease Newsletter HUA Office Box 8 
     Jun. 1979   (v2/n4 – v8/n1) 
- Four issues available:  July 15, 1974; Feb. 15, 1977; Jun/Jul. 1977; and Jun. 1979 
- Also see The International Association for Sickle Cell Disease Bulletin, Oct.-Nov. 1977 
 
Fall 1974 -  The Dimension     HUA Office Box 36 
    Mar. 1977  
- Howard University Army ROTC publication 
 
Aug. 30, 1974 - KAZI       Howardiana 
    Mar. 13, 1975  (v3/n1 – v3/n6) 
- published by “the School of Business and Public Administration” 
 
Oct. 4, 1974 & Notes       HUA Box 37 
     Feb. 7, 1975  (v1/n1 & v1/n3) 
- published by the Department of Music in the College of Fine Arts 
 
Nov.-Dec. 1974 The HU Christian News    HUA Box 123 
    (v1/n3) 
- A publication of the Faculty-Staff Christian Fellowship. 
  
Nov. 1974 -  Get Involved!     HUA Office Box 40 
     Dec. 1974  (v1/n1 – v1/n2) 
- Published monthly by the Political Science Graduate Association and the Undergraduate 
Political Science Society, Department of Political Science, Howard University 
 
1975-1978  The Academic Affairs Bulletin   HUA Box 148 
1991-1992         HUA Box 149 
- A publication of the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs 
 
Mar. 1975 -  Focus       HUA Office Box 40 
     May 1976  (v3/n5 – v4/n6) 
- Published monthly by the Joint Center for Political Studies (JCPS) 
- “The JCPS – sponsored by Howard University and the Metropolitan Applied Research 
Center – is a private, non-profit, and non-partisan organization which provides research, 
education, technical assistance and information for the nation’s black and other 
minority elected officials.” 
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Mar. 1975 -  The HUSA Herald     Howardiana 
    Sept. 20, 1976    
- “the Voice of the Student Association” 
- “Vanguard for Student Rights” 
 
May-Jun. 1975 - The Auricle      HUA Office Box 59 
  Jul. 1983 
- “published quarterly by Howard University Hospital” 
- “published by the Office of Public Relations” 
 
Sept. 1975 -  Governmental Relations Bulletin  HUA Box 150 
     Feb. 1976  (n2 – n6) 
- Published by the Department of Governmental Relations, HU Division of Development 
and University Relations as “part of the department’s efforts to keep you abreast of 
specific federal programs, new government contacts, and approaching deadline dates.” 
 
Feb. 1976 -  Graduate      HM378Hh83aj 
     Feb. 1979  (v1/n1 – v4/n1)    HUA Boxes 22-23 
- “published by the Howard University Alumni Club of the District of Columbia” 
 
April 1976  Kilimanjaro      Howardiana 
    (v1) 
- “Official Journal of the Organization of Afrikan Students” 
 
Apr. 1976 -  Absalom Jones Student Association  HUA Box 83 
     Oct. 1983   
- “To impart information about the AJSA to Episcopal (Anglican) Faculty, Staff, and 
Students, as well as other members of the College Community.” 
- The Absalom Jones Student Association of Howard University was formerly called the 
Canterbury Club. 
 
Sept. 1976  Human Ecology Newsletter   HUA Box 139 
    (v2/n1) 
 
Fall 1976  Family Reunion      HUA Box 91 
    (v2) 
- “The Family Reunion Magazine is a summary of all the major homecoming affairs and 
activities that occurred from October 9th through October 24th.  Since the end of this 
fabulous occasion, the magazine staff has been collecting and writing memorable 
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Nov. 1976 -  Janus       Howardiana 
    Apr. 1994  (v3/n1 – v12/n2)     HUA Office 
- “a student/faculty magazine published by the Dept. of English” 
- “a student/staff/faculty literary magazine published twice yearly by the Dept. of English” 
- “Janus continues in the tradition of Stylus, which appeared at Howard University in 1916 
as the first literary magazine to be published by the students of a Black college” 
 
Dec. 1976 -  ISEP Monitor     HUA Office Box 70 
     Jun. 1981   (v1/n1 – v5/n2) 
- “Published by the Institute for the Study of Educational Policy” at Howard University 
- “The Monitor will be published bi-monthly, though occasionally (as necessity arises) 
special editions will be published to deal effectively with issues of a more momentous 
and immediate nature.” 
 
Jan.-Feb. 1977 The Intramural Informer    HUA Office Box 81 
    (v2/n2) 
- A publication highlighting intramural, physical education, and recreation activities 
 
Jan. 1977 -  Exhibition of African Contemporary Art HUA Office Box 24 
     Mar. 1977  (v1/n1 – v1/n3) 
- “published monthly in cooperation with the Art Department Graduate Students Council” 
 
Jan. 1977 -   Omowe Journal     Howardiana  
     Spring 1991  (v1/n1 – v9)     HUA Office Box 94 
- “the quarterly magazine published by the Howard University Undergraduate Student 
Assembly (UGSA)” 
- “OMOWE is a Yoruba word for academician.” 
- 8 issues available:  Jan. 1977 (v1/n1); Jan. 1978 (v2/n1); 1978 (v2/n2); Jan. 1979 (v3/n1); 
Winter 1980 (v4/n1); Spring 1980 (v4/n2); 1981 (v5/n1); Spring 1991 (v9) 
 
Feb. 19, 1977 - The New North Star    HUA Box 130 
     Feb. 19, 1978  (v1/n2 – v2/n3) 
- Volume One covered the Sixth Annual Howard University School of Communications’ 
Communications Conference as a “daily newspaper written, edited, and published by 
students in the Department of Journalism’s Electronic Journalism Laboratory under the 
supervision of Mohammed Jahed (Instructor) and Lawrence Still (Chairman).”  Volume 
Two covered the Seventh Annual HUSC Communications Conference. 
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May 1977  The Africanist Newsletter   HUA Office Box 1 
    (v1/n3) 
- “Published by the African Studies Students Association of the African Studies and 
Research Program” 
 
Fall 1977 - 1992 History Department Newsletter  HUA Office Box 29  
 
Oct. 1977  Intercollegiate Pentecostal Conference HUA Office Box 94 
    (v2/n1) 
- William J. Seymore Pentecostal Fellowship Newsletters 
 
Oct.-Nov. 1977 The International Association for Sickle Cell Bulletin 
    (v1/n1)      HUA Office Box 8 
- This Bulletin was intended to be an international, quarterly publication to be distributed 
to medical schools, medical libraries, selected hospitals, and research institutions 
throughout the world. 
 
Oct. 1977 -   NEWSLetter (Graduate School of A & S)  HUA Box 49 
     May 1980  (v1/n1 – v3/n5) 
- “NEWSLetter is produced for the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences by the 
Publications Office.  It is normally published in October, December, February, April, and 
June.” 
 
Spring 1978 -  Center for Academic Reinforcement Newsletter HUA Box 7 
     Summer 1985  (v1/n1 – v6/n1) 
- Also entitled “CAR Notes” 
- “The CAR is a University-wide service center established by the Howard University Board 
of Trustees in 1974 to provide a program of transitional studies for the enhancement of 
mathematics, verbal and reading/study skills of college entrants who have been 
conditionally admitted by one of the undergraduate schools or colleges.  The CAR is 
responsible to the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.” 
 
Spring 1978 - HU New Direction Fund (Newsletter)  HUA Box 123 
     Spring 1987 
- Published by the Department of Development 
 
Aug. 1978 -   The Lamp (College of Nursing Newsletter) HUA Office 
    (v1/n1 - ) 
- “established by the Dean as a medium to disseminate information to the students, 
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1978-1994  HUH Health Care/HUH Health Care Times  HUA Box 59 
- “A community newsletter from Howard University Hospital” 
 
1978/1979 -  HU School of Social Newsletter  HUA Box 144 
     1991   (v1/n1 – v6/n1) 
 
Nov. 7, 1978 - The Howard Underwriter   Howardiana 
    Feb. 9, 1984  (v1/n1 – v2/n2)    HUA Box 128 
- “some fine print from the Insurance Society of Howard University” 
- “some fine print from the Asa T. Spaulding Insurance Society of Howard University” 
 
Winter 1978/79 -  IAH News     Howardiana 
    Summer 1982  (v4/n1 – v3/n1) 
- “a publication of the Institute for the Arts and Humanities of Howard University” 
 
Dec. 1, 1978  ASA Newsletter     HUA Box 127 
    (n4) 
- Newsletter of the Architectural Student Assembly from the School of Architecture and 
Planning 
 
Jan. 1979  Architecture and City Planning   HUA Box 127 
    (v1/n1) 
- “The A&P Newsletter is a product of the Research Office. 
 
Mar. 1979  Watoto Wajua     HUA Office Box 93 
- Watoto Wajua is Swahili for “Children of the Sun” 
- Published by the Liberal Arts Student Council of Howard University’s Office of Student 
Life 
 
March 1979 -  Dean’s Newsletter - School of Communications   HUA Box 130  
    May 1986   (v2/n6 – v9/n4) 
- “The Dean’s Newsletter is published once a month by The School of Communications 
and distributed the first week of that month.” 
- Starting with the November 1985 (volume 9), the publication was titled HUSC 
Newsletter. 
 
April 1979  CBE Spokesman     HUA Box 128 
    (v4/n1) 
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May 1979 -   Profiles      HUA Box 51 
     Dec. 1983  (v1/n1 – v3/n2)   
- “Profiles is an official organ of The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, for informing 
local, national, and international communities about the creative works of the Graduate 
School’s distinguished faculty members, past and present, and for reporting on the 
quintessential achievements of both student and alumni.” 
- Featured:  E. E. Just (May 1979); Hildrus Poindexter (Feb. 1980); Flemmi P. Kittrell (Dec. 
1980); E. Merze Tate (Dec. 1981); Sterling A. Brown (Mar. 1983); Ivan E. Taylor (Dec. 1983) 
 
Nov. 1979 -  Transactions     HUA Box 128 
     Dec. 1979  (v2/n1 – v2/n2) 
- “Keeping Business in the Black” 
- “published by the Howard University School of Business and Public Administration” 
 
Jan. 1980 -  The Senate Communicator   HUA Box 117 
     October 2008  
- “The Faculty Senate Communicator is published quarterly by the Howard University 
Faculty Senate.” 
- Official Publication of Howard University Senate 
- The January 1980 and May 1981 issues are called The Faculty Communicator. 
 
Jan. 7, 1980 - The Capstone     Howardiana 
    Jan. 11, 2002  (v1/n1 – v23/5)      
- “published every Monday during the academic year by the Department of University 
Relations” 
- Dec. 2008 – Feb./Mar. 2014 are available online. 
 
Feb. 1980 - Howard University Hospital Pharmacy Newsletter HUA Box 59 
      Apr. 1980  (v3/n1 – v3/n2) 
 
Feb. 1980 -  Extensions      Howardiana 
    Dec. 1980   (v4/n4 – v5/n3) 
- “monthly magazine supplement to The Hilltop” 
 
May 6, 1980 Howard University Hospital Weekly  HUA Box 59 
 
Summer 1980 - Sagala:  A Journal of Arts and Ideas  Howardiana 
    1984   (n1 – n4) 
- “a publication of the Institute for the Arts and Humanities of Howard University” 
- “will be published semi-annually in July and November” 
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October 1980 - Perspectives     Howardiana 
    Summer 1998  (v2/n1 – v11/n1)    HUA Office 
- “published twice per year – winter and summer – by the Office of the Dean, Howard 
University College of Medicine” 
 
Jan. 1981   The Review      Howardiana  
    (v1/n1) 
- “news-feature magazine” 
 
Apr. 3, 1981 -  H.U.L.L. - HU Libraries Letter   HUA Box 146 
     Jan. 21, 1983  (v1/n1 – v3/n2) 
- “a newly formatted newsletter for the Howard University Libraries and its sister 
informational units on campus” 
- “Gladys Lawrence, Receptionist in the Director’s Office and a member of the 
Committee, says that Webster’s New World Dictionary defines hull as the outer covering 
of a seed or fruit (any outer covering); the frame of a body or ship.” 
- Initially published monthly, and later biweekly 
 
April/May 1981 -   RHS Reports    HUA Box 141 
     Jan./Feb. 1982   (v3/n1 – v3/n4) 
- Newsletter of the Reginald Heber Smith Community Lawyer Fellowship Program 
- “RHS Reports is published quarterly by the Reginald Heber Smith Community Lawyer 
Fellowship Program, administered by the Howard University School of Law and funded 
by the Legal Services Corporation.” 
 
Spring 1981  Matrix      Howardiana  
    (v1/n1) 
- “published twice during the academic year, fall and spring, by the School of Architecture 
and Planning” 
 
1981-82  ATSIS Journal     HUA Box 127 
          Howardiana 
- The Journal of the Asa T. Spaulding Insurance Society, School of Business and Public 
Administration, Howard University 
 
Oct. 1981 -  The Bottom Line     HUA Box 128 
     Fall 1987   (Special Issue – v2/n4) 
- “a publication of the Howard University School of Business and Public Administration” 
- The New Bottom Line was published by the Howard University School of Business; MSRC 
holds the Spring 1997 and Nov. 1997 issues. 
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- The reissue of The Bottom Line was published as “News for Alumni and Friends” by the 
Howard University School of Business.  MSRC holds the Spring 1999 and Spring 2001 
issues. 
 
Nov. 13, 1981 - Ujima       Howardiana 
     Dec. 1, 1981  (v1/n2 – v1/n3)    HUA Office Box 91 
- Howard University Voice of Student Government 
- Ujima is Swahili for “Collective Work and Responsibility” 
- Also see Ujima Gazeti. 
 
Oct. 8, 1981 - The Networker     HUA Box 130 
     Nov.    (v1/i5 – v1/i10) 
- Published by the Howard University School of Communications Student Council 
- “The Networker is a weekly newspaper published by students in Howard University’s 
School of Communications.” 
 
Feb. 19, 1982 Ujima Gazeti 
- “the Voice of the Student Government” 
- “a monthly publication of the Howard University Student Association and produced by 
the Communication Network division” 
 
Mar. 1982 -  MSRC Staff News            MSRC Subject Box 1 
     Jun. 1982   (v1/n1 – v1/n4) 
- “MSRC Staff News is published by the staff of the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center.” 
 
Jul. 1982 -  H.U. Employees Federal Credit Union Newsletter HUA Office Box 56 
     Sept. 1985         
- Three issues:  July 1982, June 1985, and September 1985 
 
Dec. 1982 African Heritage Studies Association Newsletter HUA Office Box 1 
 
Jan. 1983  The Voice of Carib Unity    HUA Office Box 83 
    (v1) 
- A publication that provides a history of the Caribbean Students Association (CSA) from 
its beginnings in 1944. 
 
Feb. 1983 -  Still Here      Howardiana 
    Feb. 1985   (v13/n7 – v15/n7) 
- “School of Communications job/scholarship referral newsletter” 
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- Referral service “established in New York City in 1970; moved to Howard University on 
July 1, 1975 under auspices of Howard University’s School of Communications and the 
Minorities and Communication Division of the Association for Education in Journalism” 
- Four issues in hard copy format:  Feb. 1983, Oct. 1984, Nov. 1984, Feb. 1985 
 
Fall 1983 -  African Studies & Research Program  HUA Office Box 1 
     Sept. 1984 
- “This newsletter will serve to inform those interested individuals of our activities and it 
will articulate our concerns in abbreviated form over this academic year.”   
 
Fall 1983 -  HUDS News & Divinity News   HUA Box 135 
Summer/Fall 1989   (v5/n1 – v14) 
- Howard University Divinity School/Howard University School of Divinity 
- Also, see The News  
 
Oct. 1983 Department of Romance Languages Newsletter HUA Office Box 40 
 
Nov. 1983 P.C.A.P. – People Concerned About People  HUA Box 139 
    (n1) 
- School of Human Ecology Student Newsletter 
 
Nov. 1983 Weekly Alert – Funding Info. for Grants & Contracts HUA Box 27 
     May 1988  (v2/n7 – v7/n19) 
- Publication of the Department of Federal Affairs, Howard University, West Campus 
 
Dec. 1983 HU Office of Security & Safety Services Newsletter  HUA Box 78   
    (v3/n7)       
 
1984-1992  Howard University Hospital Probe  HUA Boxes 60-61 
- “published every other Tuesday by the Office of Public Relations” 
 
Mar. 1984  The PR Connection    HUA Office Box 92 
    (v2/n1) 
- Published monthly by the Howard University Chapter of the Public Relations Student 
Society of America (School of Communications) 
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Mar. 1984 -  International Student Newsletter  HUA Office Box 36 
     Apr.-May 2006  (n27 – n110)     HUA Office Box 76 
- Published by the Office of International Student Services 
- Also see International Student Update, Oct. 1993-Mar. 1997 
 
Summer 1984 & The Howard Actuary    HUA Box 128 
     Summer 1988  (v1/n1 & v1/n2) 
- “To inform on Howard University’s Role in the Actuarial Profession 
- Published by the School of Business and Public Administration 
 
Sept. 7, 1984 -  The Graduate Student Newsletter  HUA Box 52 
     Feb. 5, 1988  (v3/n1 – v5/n2) 
- Publication of the Graduate Student Council 
 
Oct. 1984 &  KAZI       Howardiana 
    Nov. 1984  (v1/n1 – v1/n2)  
- “a monthly publication of the Howard University Student Association” 
 
Feb. 1985  The Forward Bias     HUA Box 137 
    (v10/n1) 
- “Department of Electrical Engineering Newsletter” 
 
Spring 1985 - Howard University Student Journal  HUA Office Box 39 
    1988      of Philosophy  
    (v1/n1 – v4/n1) 
- “published in the Fall and Spring semesters by the Department of Philosophy” 
- Five issues available:  Spring 1985, Fall 1985, Summer/Fall 1986, 1987, 1988 
 
Feb. 19, 1986 - HUDS Weekly Word/The Weekly Word HUA Box 135 
     Nov. 21, 2018  (v2/n21 – v10/n8) 
- Howard University Divinity School 
- “The Weekly word is published under the direction of Dean Lawrence Jones” through 
April 1987. 
 
Spring/Summer 1986 African Diaspora Studies Newsletter HU Office Box 29 
     (v1/n2) 
- This periodical was published by Howard University Press; its Editor was Dr. Joseph E. 
Harris, Prof. Emeritus of the Howard University Department of History. 
- “The African Diaspora Studies Newsletter is published in English, French, Portuguese, 
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May 1987 &  The Human Ecologist   HUA Box 139 
     Aug. 1989  (v2/n1 & v3/n3) 
- “News and Notes from the School of Human Ecology at Howard University” 
 
Summer/Fall 1987 - HU Libraries Newsletter   HUA Box 146 
     Winter 1987   (v1/n1 – v1/n2) 
 
Apr. 1987 &  Profiles      HUA Office Box 81 
     Sept. 1987   (v2/n3, v2/n8) 
- Student Life and Activities Newsletter 
 
Fall 1987 &  COPPS Update     HUA Office Box 19  
    Spring 1988  (v1/n3 and v2/n1) 
- College of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences publication 
 
Mar. 1987 -  Medical Staff Report    HUA Office Box 60 
     May 1989  (v1/n3 – v1/n10) 
- The Medical Staff Report was produced by the Office of Public Relations with Howard 
University Hospital. 
 
Winter 1987 -       Bridges:  Dignity, Equality, Independence through Employment 
     Fall 1993   (v1/n1 – v5/n5)    HUA Office Box 66 
- “Newsletter of the Howard University Research and Training Center with the President’s 
Committee on Employment of People with Disabilities” 
- Volume 1/Number 1 was not titled Bridges; its heading was Employment Successes, 
Problems, and Needs of Disabled Black Americans Newsletter. 
- Seven issues available:  Winter 1987, Spring 1989, March 1990, February 1991, Winter 
1992, Fall 1992, and Fall 1993. 
 
Jan. 1988 -   The Jurist      HUA Box 142 
    2009-2010  (v2/n1 – v19/n1)     
- “the Howard University School of Law news journal” 
- “published three times each calendar year by the Howard University School of Law” 
- “The Fall (October) issue highlights students, the Winter (February) faculty, and the 
Summer (June) alumni.” 
 
Mar. 10, 1988 HUSAction      HUA Office Box 92 
    (v1/n2) 
- Published by the Howard University Student Association (HUSA) 
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Spring 1988 - Howard Journal of Communications          HUA Boxes 130-131  
     Dec. 1995  (v1/n1 – v6/n4) 
- Published by the Howard University School for Communications Center for 
Communications Research 
- “The Howard Journal of Communications is an independent, peer-reviewed, quarterly 
journal designed to foster exchange among scholars of all communications disciplines 
on theory, application, policy and pathology, especially from a cultural perspective.” 
 
Apr. 1989 -  H.U. Support Staff Organization Newsletter HUA Office Box 67 
 Spring 1999  
- “The Howard University Support Staff Organization was founded in 1984 to insure that 
the needs and concerns of staff personnel were recognized in the overall goals and 
objectives of Howard University.” 
 
Jun.-Jul. 1989 HULNET Library News    HUA Box 146 
 
Nov. 1989,  Music at Howard     HUA Office Box 37  
      Apr. 1990  (v1/n1 & v1/n2) 
- Published by the Department of Music in the College of Fine Arts  
 
Mar. 14, 1990 The Rag      HUA Office Box 83 
    (v4/n6) 
- “Voice of the Caribbean Students Association of Howard University” 
 
Oct. 16, 1990 Research News     HUA Office Box 77 
    (n8) 
- Office of Research Administration newsletter 
 
Nov. 1990 – Winter 1993 Incite     HUA Office Box 40 
- Graduate Political Science Association Newsletter 
 
Jan.-Mar. 1991 The Tower              HUA Box 125 & 146 
    (v1/n1)       
- Newsletter of the Howard University Libraries 
 
Spring 1991  PAC Newsletter     HUA Office Box 9 
    (v2/n4) 
- Newsletter for the Parents Advisory Committee of the Center for the Study of 
Handicapped Children and Youth 
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Spring 1991 - Government & Politics    HUA Office Box 40 
     Spring 2002  (v1/n1 – v2/n6) 
- “Government & Politics is the official voice of the Department of Political Science, 
Howard University, Washington, D.C.” 
 
Nov. 25, 1991 A.S. Is       HUA Office Box 10 
- “The Arts and Sciences Student Council Magazine” 
 
Spring 1992 - In-House      HUA Office Box 40 
     Fall 1992   (v1/n1 – v1/n2) 
- The Scholarly Journal of the Department of Radio, Television, and Film 
 
Winter 1992 GSAS Bios      HUA Box 49 
    (i1/n1) 
- “Newsletter of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences” 
 
1992-1994  Biennial Update – HU Dept. of History HUA Office Box 29 
 
1992-1994  Online 32/On Line     HUA Box 151 
    (v3/n1 – v5/n1) 
- WHMM-TV Howard University Public Television – The Channel 32 Family Member 
Newsletter 
 
Spring 1993 - ECSEL News and Dates    HUA Box 137 
     Summer 1993  (v3/n2) 
- “Engineering Coalition of Schools for Excellence in Education and Leadership” 
- Includes City College of NY, Howard University, MIT, Morgan State, Penn State, 
University of Maryland, and University of Washington 
 
Spring 1993  PFM Quarterly     HUA Box 126 
Fall 1995  PFM In-house 
- These two newsletters were published by Howard University Department of Physical 
Facilities Management. 
 
Oct. 1993 -  International Student Update   HUA Office Box 76 
     Mar. 1997  (n1 – n8) 
- Published by the Office of International Student Services 
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Fall 1993 -   GradVisions       HUA Box 49 
     Fall 1999   (v1/n1 - ?) 
- “Published by the Howard University Graduate School” 
 
Fall 1993 - Update:  African Burial Ground Project Newsletter HUA Box 41 
     Winter 2001  (v1/n2 – v3/n5) 
- “Update, the newsletter of the African Burial Ground & Five Points Archaeological 
Project, is published by the Office of Public Education & Interpretation of the African 
Burial Ground for the purposes of providing current information on New York City’s 
African Burial and its historical context.” 
- See the Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
 
Winter 1993 -  Howard Magazine           HUA Office FRC Box 
   Winter 2017  (v1/n2 – v26/n1)              Howardiana   
- Published three times a year by the Office of University Communications. 
 
Winter-Spring 1993, The Flagship    HUA Office Box 10 
     2005 Special Edition 
- “A newsletter published by the College of Arts and Sciences” 
 
Dec. 1993  A & S News      HUA Office Box 10 
- Howard University College of Arts & Sciences Student Council Newsletter 
 
Dec. 1993  Interlock      HUA Box 135 
    (v1/n2) 
- The Information and Services Clearinghouse of Howard University School of Divinity 
 
Feb. 1994  HU AAUP Chapter Newsletter   HUA Box 121 
    (v1/n1) 
- Newsletter of the Howard University Chapter of the American Association of University 
Professors, Reactivated in the Fall 1992 
- “Preserving the soul and integrity of Howard University for present and future 
generations” 
 
Apr. 1994 -   HR Connection     HUA Box 75 
     May 1995  (v1/n3 - ?) 
- “Published by the Department of Employee Communications, Programs and Research” 
- Howard University Office of Human Resource Management (Published Quarterly) 
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Fall 1994 -  H.U. Press Profile     HUA Box 66 
     Winter 1995  (v1/i3 – v1/i4) 
- “Howard University Press Newsletter” 
 
Nov. 1994 -  Change      HUA Box 75 
     Apr. 1995  (v1/n1 – v1/n2) 
- “A publication of the Office of Human Resource Management – Howard University” 
 
Jan. 1995  The Globe      HUA Box 127 
    (v1/n1) 
- Howard University’s International Affairs Center 
 
Dec. 1995  Beyond Research     HUA Box 49 
    (v1/n3) 
- “Published by the Office of the Dean, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Howard 
University, and Produced by the Students in the Program for Preparing Future Faculty” 
 
Summer 1996, Bison Intramurals     HUA Office Box 33 
     Fall 1996   (v1 – v2) 
- “The IM-Rec Newsletter is published by the Office of Intramural-Recreation, Howard 
University.” 
 
Jan. 1997 -  Tempus Fugit ’49     HUA Office Box 54 
     Sept. 1997  (v1/i1 – v2/i1) 
- A newsletter in preparation for the Class of 1949’s upcoming 50-Year Reunion 
 
Feb. 1997 -   Hola Amigos     HUA Office Box 92 
     Apr. 1997  (v1/n1 – v1/n2) 
- Newsletter of the Howard University Spanish Club 
 
Summer 1997 Amicus Brief     HUA Office 
    (v1/i1)      Law School Publ. 
- “newsletter for alumni and friends of Howard University School of Law” 
- “published by the Office of the Dean” 
 
Mar. 1998  HU Counseling Service Newsletter  HUA Box 73 
 
Spring 1998 -  HU School of Social Work   HUA Box 144 
     Spring 2003  (v2/n1 – v5/n1) 
- “News for Alumni and Friends” 
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May 1998 &  HU School of Education Newsletter  HUA Box 136 
     Mar. 1999  (v6/n1 & v7/n1) 
 
Sept. 1998  The Equal Justice Advocate   HUA Box 141 
    (v1/n1) 
- Newsletter of the Equal Justice Program of Howard University School of Law 
 
Dec. 1998 -   The Oracle:  The HU Hospital Newsletter  HUA Box 60 
     Spring 2003 
- “The Oracle is a publication of Howard University Hospital.” 
 
Spring 1999  Howard University Journal of Philosophy HUA Office Box 39 
    (v2/n1) 
- “published by the Alain Locke Philosophical Society” 
 
Mar./Apr. 1999 -  Cognizance      HUA Office Box 66 
     Winter 2001   (v1/i1 – v2/i1) 
- “The Bimonthly Newsletter for the Howard University Professional Development and 
Leadership Academy is funded by the Office of the Vice President for Human Resource 
Management.” 
 
Aug. 1999 -   HU Libraries Staff Newsletter   HUA Box 146 
     Fall 2002   (v1/n1 – v3/n4) 
- “the rebirth of the Howard University Newsletter, which had ceased publication about 
ten years ago” 
- “to promote communication among the library staff by informing library employees of 
activities, changes, policies, and educational opportunities in the Howard University 
Libraries and in the library profession” 
 
Oct. 2000 -  ORA’s News Brief     HUA Box 77 
     Jul. 2001   (v1/i1 – v2/i6) 
- Howard University’s Office of Research Administration 
 
Spring 2001  Howard Scroll     HUA Box 142 
    (v4/i2)       
- Subtitled “The Social Justice Law Review” 
- “published twice a year by the students of the Howard University School of Law” 
- “to enlarge the pool of Scholars of Color by analyzing the law, its effects on People of 
Color, and our effect on it” 
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Spring 2001  Slowe       HUA Box 144 
    (v1/i1) 
- “Slowe is a bulletin of HU School of Social Work Student Government.  It carries the 
name of Lucy Diggs Slowe, the first Dean of Women at Howard University (1922-1937).  
The name for the bulletin was chosen by PhD student Narendra Date.” 
 
Oct. 2001 &  HPT Newsletter     HUA Office Box 53 
     Feb. 2009  (v4/i1) 
- Howard Plaza Towers newsletter 
 
Jan. 2002 History Department Preparing Future Faculty HUA Office Box 29 
    (n1) 
- The Editor and Asst. Editor of the History Preparing Future Faculty Newsletter were Dr. 
Jeanne Maddox Toungara and Ms. Sandra Jowers, respectively. 
 
Spring 2002  Trombones      HUA Office Box 26 
    (v2/n3) 
- Published by and for the Department of English 
 
May 2003 -  Law Library News     HUA Box 141 
     Oct. 2006      
- Newsletter of the Howard University Law Library 
 
Spring 2003  The Capsule      HUA Box 134 
        (v4/n1) 
- Published by the PACE Center/Howard University Continuing Education 
- PACE is Pharmacists and Continuing Education 
 
Jun. 2003 -  MSRC News            MSRC Subject Box 1 
     Jun. 2008  
- “Preserving the Legacy of the Black Experience” 
- An Annual Review publication of Moorland-Spingarn Research Center. 
 
Fall 2003  Bridges      HUA Office Box 8 
    (v8/n1) 
- Publication of the Howard University Research and Training Center 
- “Dignity, Equality, Independence through Employment” 
 
Fall 2003  The Park & Ride Guide    HUA Office Box 77 
- Office of Parking & Shuttle Operations    
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Mar. 2004 -  Drama Desk      HUA Office Box 42 
     May 2004  (v2) 
- Published by the Department of Theatre Arts 
 
Fall 2004  Matrix      HUA Office Box 13 
- “Matrix is published once a year by the Office of the Dean, College of Engineering, 
Architecture, and Computer Sciences (CEACS), Howard University” 
- “Celebrating Our Alumni” 
 
Winter 2004-2005 - Quest:  Research at Howard University       HUA Box 121 
     Spring 2008 
- Four issues available:  Winter 2004-05; Fall/Winter 2005; Fall 2007; Spring 2008. 
- “Quest is published bi-yearly by the Office of University Research and Graduate School 
(2004-05).” 
- “Quest is published bi-yearly by the Office of the Provost and the Office of the Vice 
Provost for Research (2007-08).” 
- “The purpose of Quest magazine is to showcase the rich array of research activity at 
Howard University, especially that which is extramurally funded by government 
agencies and private donors.” 
 
Oct. 21, 2005 CEACS Events     HUA Office Box 13 
- Published by the College of Engineering, Architecture, and Computer Sciences (CEACS) 
 
Spring 2006  Howard University School of Education HUA Box 136 
    (v1/n2) 
 
Spring 2006 -  HUH CHECK Up     HUA Office Box 59 
     Fall 2014   (v1 – v30) 
- “HUH CHECK Up is published by Howard University Hospital/Howard University Office of 
University Communications.” 
 
Mar. 2006  The Newman Forum    HUA Office Box 83 
     Jan.-May 2007  (v7/n5 – v8/n4) 
- “The Newman Forum is a monthly publication of the Howard University Newman Club.” 
- The Roman Catholic Chaplaincy of Howard University 
- Three issues available:  Mar.-May 2006, Oct. 2006, and Jan.-May 2007 
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Sept. 2007  Council Tidings     HUA Office Box 13 
    (v1/n1) 
- “A newsletter publication of the Howard University College of Engineering, Architecture, 
and Computer Sciences (CEACS) Student Council” 
 
Summer 2008 Student Voices     HUA Box 134 
    (issue 14) 
- “The Newsletter of the Language Institute of Howard University Continuing Education” 
 
Feb. 24, 2010 - The Bison Times/The Bison   HUA Office Box 33 
     May 28, 2010  (v1/n1 – v1/n14) 
- The Official Voice of Howard Athletics 
 
Fall 2010  Bison Bytes      HUA Office Box 67 
    (i1) 
- “Academic Support Information E-Newsletter” 
- “To inform the Office of Academic Support constituents about the application of 
technological innovation in education and research development, as well as provide 
campus technology updates.” 
 
Dec. 2010 -  The Central Library Communique  HUA Box 146 
     Mar. 2011   (v1/i3 – v1/i4) 
- A newsletter of the Howard University Libraries 
 
Fall 2011  At the Heart of the Mecca   HUA Box 4 
- HU Religious Life Magazine (published by the Andrew Rankin Chapel) 
 
Spring-Summer Howard University Undergraduate  HUA Office Box 39 
   2013       Journal of Philosophy  
(v1/n1)  
- “published semi-annually by the HU Philosophy Club and the Department of Philosophy” 
 
May 2012  The SOE Review     HUA Box 136-137 
    (v2) 
- Published by the School of Education 
 
Nov. 2013 -  Bison Beat      Issued online 
     Feb. 2019   (v1/n1 – v8/n1)    HUA Box 105 
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Fall 2015 -   Cobb Research Lab News   HUA Office Box 42 
     Fall 2016   (v3/n1 – v4/n1) 





2017   The HULtop      HUA Box 146 
    (v1) 
- “News & Views from Your Howard University Libraries” 
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YEARBOOKS besides The Bison (also available in MSRC Reading Room) 
[NOTE:  The inaugural year of The Bison yearbook is 1923.  There are no prints available for 1935-41, 1944-45, or 1948.] 
 
1914, 1915  NIKH       Digital Howard 
- “founded by seniors of College of Arts and Sciences”   
- from Greek “Nike,” pronounce “nee-kay” 
 
1915   The Mirror      Digital Howard 
      -      “the annual year book of the Teachers College of Howard University” 
 
1916   The ΠΡΙΩΜΕΝ (The Priomen)   Digital Howard 
      -      “published by the seniors of Howard University Academy” 
 
1916   The Howard Year Book (College Annual) Digital Howard 
- “a record of the senior classes of the College of Arts and Sciences and the Teachers College” 
 
1916   School of Theology     Digital Howard 
- Book of Memorial; early Divinity School yearbook 
 
1917   Speculum (Crescat Scientia):  Howard Academy Yearbook 
- “published by the members of the senior class of the Academy of Howard University” 
 
1918   Memoires (Howard Academy Yearbook) Digital Howard 
- “published by . . . the senior class of the Academy of Howard University”  
 
1919   Adieu:  The Academy Final    Digital Howard 
- “published by the student body of the Academy of Howard University” 
 
1920   La Victoire      Digital Howard 
- “a record of the senior class, School of Liberal Arts, Howard University”  
 
1920   The Echo      Digital Howard 
- “published by the class of 1920, Howard University” 
 
1921   The Enopron      Digital Howard 
- “published by the class of 1921, Howard University” 
 
1922   Initium      Digital Howard 
- “commemorating the activities of the Schools of Religion, Pharmacy, Dentistry, and Law” . . .  
“the first Year Book to be published by the senior classes of the professional schools of Howard 
University” 
- Conceived and planned by Oscar C. Brown, Editor-in-Chief 
 
1925   The Morgue      Digital Howard 
- “published by the class of 1925, Howard University School of Medicine 
